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Intersolar is right around the corner, and thousands of photovoltaic professionals are preparing for a full week of
conference sessions, industry meetings, and product exhibitions. Florida-based advanced solar training college US
Solar Institute (USSI) will be attending the expo and will also be presenting at the conference.
The session that US Solar Institute will be presenting in is titled “Global PV markets: Performance at its Best – North
America” and will feature presentations from several industry professionals on the topic, followed by a panel
discussion. The panel will include Katie Bolcar, Director for State Affairs at Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA),
Stephane Dufrenne, President of Upsolar America Inc, Bernadette Del Chairo, Executive Director of California Solar
Energy Industries Association (CALSEIA), Tony Clifford, Chief Executive Officers of Standard Solar, Galen Barbose,
Research Scientist at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and Alissa Jean Schafer, Marketing and Media Director
of US Solar Institute.
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US Solar Institute is honored to share the stage with such an esteemed group of professionals and is looking forward
to insightful sessions and lively discussion. Given the rapid growth of the solar industry in North America, paired with
the political issues and topics on the horizon and those being grappled with today, the session topic is very relevant to
current market concerns and is expected to be widely attended. 2014 numbers report that US was once again the
third largest solar market worldwide, and consumer demand is incredibly high. It is understood that the future of solar
in North America depends on the solar industry’s ability to manage that demand and respond with thoughtful and
high quality policy, training, and technology in order to facilitate continued development of solar in North America.
“The solar industry is at a unique point in North America; the unprecedented demand for solar has created a need for
both comprehensive energy policy and a highly trained workforce.” explained Alissa Jean Schafer of US Solar Institute.
“Intersolar provides an opportunity for professionals to come together to learn and strategize about how to meet
these needs most effectively to ensure continued development of solar. US Solar is honored to be a part of those
important conversations.”
US Solar will also be meeting with prominent solar companies throughout the week to discuss advancements in solar
equipment technology as well as ways to improve solar training courses around the globe. Those interested in setting
up an appointment can reach out to Ray Johnson, owner and president of US Solar, at info@ussolarinstitute.com.
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In this podcast series, editors Kathie Zipp,
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biggest newsmakers in their own words.

Ngang Ernest — This is awesome and wonderful. I

GJ Wilkins — I agree completely with all the different
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production so that solar energy or renewable …
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D-Livs — I can't wait until the keynote video is

Lightfoot — I am interested, and would like to see an
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